EMERGENCY at JRBP?

First choice call 650-363-4911
San Mateo Co. Sheriff Dispatch—fastest response time

Second choice call 911
Could have slower response time than Sheriff Dispatch

Sheriff Dispatch or 911 will ask for the street address of the emergency location

Provide the nearest street address to the emergency (refer to zones map on reverse side):

Gates with street addresses:
- Main Gate—4001 Sand Hill Rd, Woodside
- Whiskey Hill Gate—3999 Sand Hill Rd, Woodside
- Escobar Gate—315 Escobar Rd, Portola Valley
- LAMSAC Gate—300 Ansel Ln, Menlo Park
- Mapache Gate—20 Mapache Ct, Portola Valley

Then call a JRBP staff member
So we can meet emergency responders at the gate and help guide them to the site of the emergency.

Brooke Fabricant: Ranger on-site 650-851-8652
Brooke Fabricant: Ranger on-site 650-224-3780 (cell)
Steve Gomez: Operations Manager 650-851-6812
Jorge Ramos: Executive Director 650-441-0685
Katherine Glover: Assoc. Dir. Env. Education 650-374-6472
Adriana Hernandez: Assoc. Dir. Research 650-507-6961
Trevor Hébert: Tech. Specialist 650-823-3116
Seth Tanen: Program Manager 650-851-6813
Sheena Sidhu: Staff Scientist 650-519-8442
For the zone the emergency is in provide Dispatch/911 the gate address.

**JRBP Emergency Response Zones**

- **Portola Valley**
  - Escobar Gate: 315 Escobar Rd, Portola Valley
- **Mapache**
  - Mapache Gate: 20 Mapache Ct, Portola Valley
- **Escobar**
  - Ansel Lane Gate: 300 Ansel Lane, Portola Valley
  - (No address) Boething (LAMSAC)
- **Mapache**
  - LAMSAC Gate: 300 Ansel Lane, Menlo Park
- **Whiskey Hill**
  - Whiskey Hill Gate: 3999 Sand Hill Rd, Woodside
  - Whiskey Hill Station
- **Main**
  - Main Gate: 4001 Sand Hill Rd, Woodside

**Note:** Mapache, LAMSAC, (Boething) Ansel Lane Gate (No address)